
M o n t a g e

an october report in the New England Journal of Medicine, drily titled “Neighborhoods, 
Obesity, and Diabetes—A Randomized Social Experiment” (to which Harvard profes-
sors of economics and of healthcare policy contributed), found that moving from an 
impoverished neighborhood to one more favorably placed resulted in lower levels of 
adverse health. That finding would hardly surprise Ford professor of the social sciences 
Robert J. Sampson, whose Great American City: Chicago and the Enduring Neighborhood 
Effect (University of Chicago, $27.50) argues that local community persists, and in fact 
matters deeply, despite the seeming effects of globalization and a more homogeneous 
world culture. A monumental work of sociological research, it extends from Sampson’s 
escorted tour down Michigan Avenue (from the luxury shops of the “Magnificent Mile” 
to the “jarringly different” scene of the infamous South Side slums) to his detailed analy-
ses of data and explications of theory. From chapter 1, “Placed”:

Logic demands that if neighborhoods do 
not matter and placelessness reigns, then 
the city is more or less a random swirl. 
Anyone (or anything) could be here just as 
easily as there. Identities and inequalities 
by place should be rapidly interchangeable, 
the durable inequality of a community 
rare, and neighborhood effects on both in-

dividuals and higher-level social processes 
should be weak or nonexistent.…

By contrast, the guiding thesis of this 
book is that differentiation by neighbor-
hood is not only everywhere to be seen, 
but that it has durable properties—with 
cultural and social mechanisms of repro-
duction—and with effects that span a 

wide variety of social 
phenomena. Whether it 
be crime, poverty, child 
health, protest, leader-
ship networks, civic en-
gagement, home fore-
closures, teen births, 
altruism, mobility flows, 
collective efficacy, or im-
migration…the city is 
ordered by a spatial logic 
(“placed”) and yields dif-
ferences as much today 
as a century ago. The 
effect of distance is not 
just geographical but si-
multaneously social…

Fascination with globalization has 
tended to deflect attention from the 
persistence of local variation, concen-
tration, and the spatial logic of inequal-
ity. The popular belief that the world 
is “flat,” in particular, has clouded our 
thinking on neighborhood effects. This 
is not to say that globalization theorists 
are wrong about economic markets or 
that the facts of ecological concentra-
tion are incompatible with the placeless-
ness of many aspects of life. To the con-
trary, one strand of globalization theory 
suggests that, if anything, the reverse is 
true.…The key to theoretical progress 
is to recognize that the stratification of 
people and resources across urban areas 
remains entrenched and evolves in new 
ways as globalization proceeds. Paradox-
ically, in fact, inequality among neighbor-
hoods in life chances has increased in 
salience and may have been exacerbated 
by globalization.…

I thus reject the common idea that tech-
nology, dispersed social networks, state 
policy, and the accoutrements of (post)
modernity explain away neighborhood 
inequality and a focus on spatial forms of 
social organization and community. 

o p e n  b o o k

T h e  Pe r s i s t e n c e  o f  P l a c e

From old money and new glitz (the 
glass Trump Tower) at Michigan Av-
enue, below, to a different life in the 
Near South Side, close to the Loop

(Wryly, he notes that his 30-second role 
as Professor Zigman in last year’s Holly-
wood film Something Borrowed was seen by 
“more people than have ever seen me per-
form Shakespeare.”)

“For an actor, the sonnets are like a 
five-finger exercise for the soul, the way 
a pianist does scales,” he explains. “The 
body’s being exercised, but what is really 

being exercised is the mind’s connection 
with the body and the instrument and 
the material. For a pianist, the instru-
ment is the fingers; for an actor, it’s the 
speaking and gesturing self. I’m creating 
a nimble, articulate channel for all those 
things to participate in the event together. 
The objective of the work on the sonnets 
is to create good Shakespeare players, so 
somebody can create depth and passion 

and wit when playing Portia, Orlando, or 
Dogberry.

“You don’t get to play Lear, or Shylock, 
or Rosalind unless you bring your whole 
self into the room,” he continues. “I used to 
think Shakespeare allowed us to be bigger 
than ourselves. Now I don’t. Shakespeare 
allows us to be life-sized, as big as we are. 
That’s enough. And anything less, isn’t.”
 vcraig lambert
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